
You need it. We find it.

H5 is renowned for high-quality search and technology-assisted review, but we do more  
so you can do less. Our expert-driven eDiscovery services—standalone or in conjunction  
with our acclaimed technology-assisted review—come with relationship-focused project 
support to provide the quality service you expect. New to the mix is H5 Matter IntelligenceSM, 
a sophisticated H5 dashboard application integrated into Relativity®, that provides  
extensive matter visibility to our clients using that platform.

Industry-Leading Technologies for Data 
Processing and Hosting

No matter what type of litigation or  
investigation you face, H5 has the expertise 
and processing power to give you the  
advantage. Our experts leverage the well-
known power and scope of industry-leading 
eDiscovery technologies such as Nuix, Ipro, 
and Brainspace and the familiarity of kCura’s 
Relativity® to process, analyze, and host data. 
By using these powerful technologies along 
with our own proprietary applications, we 
provide our clients cutting-edge eDiscovery 
solutions while minimizing the learning curve 
for counsel.

Intelligent Data Reduction

Why incur the incremental costs of processing,  
hosting and reviewing irrelevant or clearly 
non-responsive data? H5 can help you reduce 
costs down the line with intelligent data 
reduction, a fast, defensible, identification 
of non-relevant data using our proprietary 
tools and methods, executed by experts and 
informed by counsel.

Relationship-Focused Support

H5 values client relationships and we are 
committed to providing superior support and 
a seamless eDiscovery experience. H5 takes  
a consultative and high touch approach to 
both project and data management to ensure 
our clients experience us as an extension 
of their team—in tune with their needs and 
intentions and not simply another resource to 
micromanage. We believe H5 wins when our 
clients win and we make sure our eDiscovery 
professionals are equipped with the expertise 
and focus to provide our clients with the  
attention they deserve.

Security-Conscious Data Management

We care about the safety of your data. H5’s  
security and information management controls  
are designed to protect your most sensitive 
data, whether you’re in a highly regulated 
industry such as healthcare (HIPAA) or have a 
prevalence of credit card numbers (PCI DSS) or 
other personally identifiable information (PII). 
All data is managed in a state-of-the-art SOC2 
Certified data center. (Specifications available 
on request.)

The H5 eDiscovery 
Experience



An Enhanced Relativity® Experience with  
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Billing and pricing transparency  

  Real-time and historical visibility into matter billing 
activity, with hosting and user fees gathered from  
Relativity

  Pricing transparency, with access to current and  
historical pricing models for your matters

  Estimated month-end billing projections by and 
across matters based on calculated run rate

Automated notification and reporting system

   Automated real-time email and in-app notification  
options for actionable information about matter  
activity

  Configurable notification options alert you to  
specific budgeting or billing thresholds,  
billable changes to users and workspaces, and  
workspace inactivity  

  Detailed, customized reports sent to your  
inbox at a frequency you determine, including  
pre-built billing summary reports, aggregated  
project-to-date billing and data progression  
details, user/workspace inactivity reports and  
reviewer progress information

Intelligent resource management 

  Reviewer progress reporting on demand or available 
on a customizable schedule

  Graphical representation, by customizable date range, 
of review progress by review group, batch set or field, 
with the ability to monitor reviewer progress

  Easy access to reviewed documents in Relativity via 
interactive report links

More knowledge. More control.
H5 clients can enhance their eDiscovery  
management experience in Relativity with H5 
Matter Intelligence (H5MI), a robust dashboard 
application that provides real-time access to the 
billing and project analytics needed to make 
well-informed matter management decisions  
by and across matters.
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How H5MI helps inform good 
decision-making.



Managed Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS)

Unified Matter Repository 
(UMR)

H5 Managed eDiscovery Solutions

Control. Expertise. Infrastructure.
H5’s Managed IaaS provides law firms and their clients 
the ability to manage hosting, processing, technology- 
assisted review and analytics without the burden of  
capital expenditure and resource drain. Pay only for the 
infrastructure you use. Whether it’s Relativity®, Ipro, or 
another eDiscovery solution, the dollars saved can be  
applied elsewhere to benefit your client and enhance 
your firm’s competitive advantage.

Spend once, reap (& repeat) the benefits.
H5’s Unified Matter Repository uses the most advanced 
eDiscovery technology to deliver a fully managed  
centralized repository for litigation data. Aggregated  
data collections minimize—or even eliminate—the need 
to re-collect, process and host copies of the same  
documents over again. Privilege and confidentiality calls 
can live with the document, saving time and repetitive 
costs as subsequent matters arise.

DATA SECURITY
Data security is paramount at H5. We’re proud to 
offer our clients the full scope of security with data 
managed within our SOC2 Certified, state-of-the-art 
Digital Realty data center.

(Data center specs available on request.)

KEY BENEFITS

Simplicity
An H5-hosted repository where eDiscovery experts 
manage, administrate, and organize your project data 
and work product across matters.

Cost-Reduction
Savings throughout the eDiscovery lifecycle through 
single-instanced, hosted content enabling reuse of 
data and attorney work product across all of your 
matters.

Speed
A jumpstart on each new matter with immediate ac-
cess to existing project data while any supplemental 
data is collected.

Intelligent Retention
Accumulated, historical information about document 
source details and matter history informs retention 
decisions for diligent data management.

H5 Managed 
Services

KEY BENEFITS

H5 Matter IntelligenceSM

Use H5 Matter Intelligence for sophisticated and  
efficient case management, collaboration, and  
resource analytics for your Relativity®-hosted matters.

Control
Maintain hands-on control of secure eDiscovery  
processing, hosting, analytics, and assisted review 
applications at a significant cost savings.

Security
Data stored in a SOC2 Certified, state-of-the-art data 
center, compliant with the highest industry standards 
for data security.

Cost-Reduction
Constrained and predictable costs, with no hardware 
investments, annual licensing requirements or  
software maintenance fees.

Scalability
Infrastructure that can grow as and when necessary 
to scale to the litigation support load.

Expertise
24x7 technical and project support by an expert 
team that includes certified administrators and  
product specialists.

Overflow Support
On demand overflow support by seasoned experts 
when the demands of your practice exceed your 
team’s immediate capacity.



Let H5 help you leverage each stage of the discovery process to save time, money and gain the 
advantage in your next litigation or investigation. For more information about H5’s eDiscovery and 
technology-assisted review solutions, contact us at info@h5.com or visit us at www.h5.com.
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You need it. We find it.


